Micro-Collagen Lip Plump Color
A Revolutionary lip plumper that uses marine collagen microspheres to plump lips instantly and painlessly. Once
the collagen has been absorbed into the lip tissue it searches for the body’s natural water to replump instantly.
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XL -2X Micro-Injected Collagen Advanced Lip Plumping Therapy
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KIM’S MAKEOVER KIT

Infatuation-Liquid Shine Multi-Action Lip Fattener

A nighttime topical injectable that combines twice the amount of encapsulated
microspheres of marine collagen as our original lip plumper and hyaluronic acid.
Dehydrated microspheres of marine collagen work together to attract and bind
hundreds of times their weight in water to visibly fill and increase lip volume.

Clear

Infatuation's breakthrough proprietary AmpliFat™ concentrate promotes and stores your lips’ own natural
fatty acids for never-before-achievable lip volume. It is clinically proven to increase lip volume in15
minutes and continues to build up lip volume for 28 days after initial use of the product.
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A delectable minty lip balm with nourishing oils and creamy butters offers the perfect comforting
moisture. Infused with AmpliFat™ and marine collagen filling spheres, it increases volume and
fullness of lips immediately and over time.
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Micro-Tech Intuitive Active Bronzer
This silky smooth bronzer delivers a special blend of anti-wrinkle ingredients through nanosphere
technology deep into the epidermis. Formulated with Invisiskin™ complex, it provides a protective
layer that helps hydrate the skin all day.
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Contouring & Sculpting Blush + AmpliFat™
A silky cream to powder blush that glides on effortlessly for the most natural flush of color. This
double-duty cheek color delivers a concentrated dose of Ampli-Fat™ for visibly firmer cheeks in
28 days and is infused with Rose Bud Extracts to reduce the appearance of pores.
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XL Micro-Technology Instant Lash Volumizer
Nutrient-rich volumizing mascara with patented
Capisphere encapsulation technology thickens,
strengthens and conditions each and every lash,
even after washing! This rich, creamy formula
features a large, multitasking brush for intensive
drama in just one coat.
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Balm-Lip Conditioning Stick with SPF 15

Intensive Night Conditioning Lash Enhancer
A topical night conditioning treatment for ultimate
eyelashes. This intensive nighttime serum helps
dramatically enhance the look of lash’s natural
length, thickness and fullness in just 6 weeks!
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PRIMERESULTS PRIMERS

ANTI-WRINKLE (PEACH)

The Anti-Wrinkle Primer's peachy shade instantly brightens dull skin for a warm youthful glow
while Matrixyl® 3000 dramatically minimizes the look of deep wrinkles and Rose Bud Extracts
reduce the appearance of pores.

ACNE CONTROL (YELLOW)

The Acne Control Primer's yellow shade neutralizes redness while Salicylic Acid exfoliates and
treats acne without irritation. This primer also contains Rose Bud Extracts to minimize the
appearance of both pores and acne scars over time.

ANTI-REDNESS (GREEN)

The Anti-Redness Primer's cool green shade neutralizes visible redness. Ultra-soothing peptides and
mineral-rich algae strengthen & protect skin against stressors that trigger redness and irritation.
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PRIMERESULTS

Tinted Moisturizers + SPF 15

ILLUMICOVER

The Brightening Primer's mauve shade instantly diminishes dullness while breakthrough Chromabright™
and Licorice combat photo-aging and UV damage for a more luminous complexion in 30 days.

Line Smoothing Concealers

This one of a kind tinted moisturizer + SPF 15 with built-in primer helps to minimize the appearance of
wrinkles, pores and discoloration. Saliporine-8™ provides incredible hydration while SPF 15 helps to
prevent premature skin aging.
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This concealer instantly brightens and conceals dark circles under and around the eyes while optical
diffusers add radiance for a wide-awake, luminous finish. Hydro-gel technology fills and rebuilds the
skin’s extra cellular matrix to smooth and plump wrinkles around the eyes.
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Linefilling Luminizer with AmpliFat™
This light-weight, pale pink luminizer features AmpliFat™ to provide plumping
and line-filling properties while instantly brightening the skin for a youthful
glowing complexion. Use all over the face or as a targeted highlighter like Kim!
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